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a b s t r a c t

As a good load shifting technology for power grid, chilled energy storage has been paid more and more
attention, but it always consumes more energy than traditional air conditioning system, and the perfor-
mance analysis is mostly from the viewpoint of peak-valley power price to get cost saving. The paper pre-
sents a thermoeconomic evaluation methodology for the system with chilled energy storage, by which
thermodynamic performance influence on cost saving has been revealed. And a system with chilled stor-
age has been analyzed, which can save more than 15% of power cost with no energy consumption incre-
ment, and just certain difference between peak and valley power prices can make the technology for good
economic application. The results show that difference between peak and valley power prices is not the
only factor on economic performance, thermodynamic performance of the storage system is the more
important factor, and too big price difference is a barrier for its application, instead of for more cost
saving. All of these give a new direction for thermal storage technology application.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The extensive use of air conditioning for indoor cooling of large
commercial or public buildings represents a major part of the
power and electricity consumption in many countries. In the whole
social energy consumption, building energy consumption is about
40%, including 50–60% of air conditioning energy consumption [1].
In China, the energy peak load of building matches with peak load
of electricity grid, which is about more than twice of valley load,
resulting in more peak load power plants being needed. Many
hydropower stations for energy storage in off-peak period are built
or to be built to shift peak load, which needs large of capital cost
and leads to environmental problems. Therefore, air conditioning
load shifting is critical for the whole grid. Then the chilled energy
storage technology for air conditioning system has been paid more
and more attention, due to its less capital cost and fewer environ-
mental effects. But in traditional, air conditioning system with
chilled energy storage, shown in Fig. 1, always consumes more
5–10% power than traditional air conditioning system. The cost
saving just results from power prices difference between peak
and valley periods. In some situation, much bigger difference is
even pursued to get more power cost saving [1–4]. By this way,

application of thermal storage technology increases social total
energy consumption, which does not meet the need of sustainable
development.

In recent researches, economic and thermodynamic
performances have been evaluated. Some researches mentioned
on energy and exergy analysis of thermal energy storage. These
work focus on comparing different storage technologies
performances or how to improve energy storage performance.
But the relationship between thermodynamic and economic
performances is not very clearly. Furthermore, it is doubtful
whether much bigger power prices difference among different
load periods of power grid is better for storage technology
application [5–10].

The purpose of this paper is to reveal how thermodynamic
performance and power prices difference influence on power cost
saving, and a new evaluation method will be built, which can
supply a new direction for thermal storage technology application.

2. Thermoeconomic evaluation methodology

2.1. Traditional methodology

In traditional, economic performance analysis of air condition-
ing system with chilled energy storage is mainly based on cost sav-
ing of power input and the payback time of capital cost for the
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chilled storage equipment. Then, primary cost saving ratio (PCS) is
the key evaluating indicator, defined as follow:

PCS ¼ ðC0 � CRÞ=C0 ð1Þ

Here C symbols cost, subscript 0 means the normal air conditioning
system, and R means the air conditioning system with chilled
storage.

From the viewpoint of technical economics, C0 and CR can be
expressed as [11–13]:

C0 ¼ ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0 ð2Þ

CR ¼ ðCW þ CE þ CS þ CO&MÞR ð3Þ

In which, subscript W identifies work or power, E and S symbols air
conditioning equipment and chilled storage equipment respec-
tively, then CE and CS mean related capital cost to equipment, and
O&M symbols operating and management excluding power cost.

Then Eq. (1) can be shown as:

PCS ¼ C0 � CR=C0

¼ ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0 � ðCW þ CE þ CS þ CO&MÞR
ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0

¼ ðCW;0 � CW;RÞ þ ðCE;0 � CE;RÞ þ ðCO&M;0 � CO&M;RÞ � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0
ð4Þ

In more situation, chilled storage technology is adopted to
reform the old air conditioning system. Mainly with chilled water
storage, it is unnecessary to increase chillers or to reform chillers,
and the cost of O&M excluded power goes up smaller. Then capital
cost of air conditioning system and O&M cost almost have no

increment with energy storage, which means that both CE,0 � CE,R

and CO/M,0 � CO/M,R can be neglected. So PCS can be changed as:

PCS ¼ ðCW;0 � CW;RÞ � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0
ð5Þ

For application of chilled storage for power cost saving, power
consumption almost increases, and it mainly based on the differ-
ence between electricity costs of peak and valley periods of power
grid, for example in China, power cost in peak period is more than
3 times of that in valley period of power grid in some places.

Because power supply can usually be divided into three periods
as valley, normal and peak, then Eq. (5) can be changed as:

PCS ¼ ðCP;0 � CP;RÞ þ ðCN;0 � CN;RÞ þ ðCV;0 � CV;RÞ � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0
ð6Þ

where subscripts P, N and V symbol peak, normal and valley periods
respectively. Here we assume that chilled storage system do not
supply energy for users in normal period, and there is no load for
system without chilled storage in valley period. Then,

PCS ¼ ðCP;0 � CP;RÞ � CV;R � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0
ð7Þ

which shows economic performance of the system with chilled
storage from the viewpoint of conventional economic evaluation,
getting cost saving just from power prices difference.

2.2. New thermoeconomic evaluation methodology

It is well known that in normal, chiller mostly runs for 7 �C
chilled water outputs, but in chilled water storage condition,
chilled water is always 4 �C. For the chiller, with 1 �C decrease,
chilled energy outputs can be reduced about 3% points, which
means that thermodynamic performance of air condition system
is decreased, but which cannot be shown in Eq. (7). How the
change of thermodynamic performance effects on economic per-
formance is not obvious. But this change can be reflected by incre-
ment of power consumption, which shown as power cost going up.
So Eq. (7) can be shown as:

PCS ¼ ðCP;0 � cV;RÞ � CP;R � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0

¼ cVðaWP;0 �WV;RÞ � cVaWP;R � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0

¼ cVðaEC=COP0 � EC=COPRÞ � cVaWP;R � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0

¼ ða� 1ÞcVEC=COP0 � ðx� 1ÞcVEC=COP0 � acVWP;R � CS

ðCW þ CE þ CO&MÞ0
ð8Þ

Nomenclature

A energy level
a ratio of peak to valley power prices
C cost ($)
COP coefficient of performance
CT specific heat capacity of water (kJ/kg K)
E exergy (MW)
EC stored chilled energy (MW)
H enthalpy (MW)
K chilled energy lost rate of tank
PCS primary cost saving ratio (%)
Q flow (m3/h)
S entropy (kJ/kg K)
T temperature (K)
W work or power consumption (MW)

x COP ratio of reference system to chilled storage system
g volume efficiency of storage tank

Acronyms and subscripts
0 traditional air conditioning system
E air conditioning equipment
N normal period of power load
O&M operation and management
P peak period of power load
R air conditioning system with chilled storage
S chilled storage equipment
V valley period of power load
W work or power

Storage unit

Chilled water 
pump

User

Chiller

Chilled water 
discharge pump

Fig. 1. Chilled water storage system.
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